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Hoodoo Herb And Root Magic Maschs
Comprehensive book on Hoodoo Magic.
Written as a practical introduction to natural magic, this workbook serves as a practical reference for the practicing magician. It
contains over 100 useful spells from a wide variety of magical traditions from all over the world. The clear, complete instructions
detail how to make and work with water spells, baths, sprinkles, incense, oils, and herbs. Also included are spoken spells, and
written spells passed down to and developed by the author.
Conjure, also known as Hoodoo or Rootwork, is an old, powerful, and increasingly popular system of North American folk magic.
Conjure’s roots derive primarily from West and Central African spiritual traditions, but it has also been influenced by Christianity,
Jewish mysticism, and Native American practices. Hoodoo Sen Moise has been studying this tradition and working with Conjure
for over 35 years. Here in Working Conjure, he explores Conjure’s history, principles, fundamentals, and ethics, while
simultaneously providing a practical how-to guide to actually “working” Conjure and making Conjure work for you. This book:
Explores the primary materials of Conjure Features spells, rituals, and workings for various purposes Guides readers to learn how
to bring this profound school of magic to life
Let your magic take root with the craft of magical herbalism Herbal magic is a powerful method of inviting protection, love, health,
and wealth into your life--it can even aid you in finding guidance through divination. Perfect for fresh and seasoned herbalists alike,
Herb Magic is your easy-to-digest guide to magical herbalism, introducing you to the spiritual side of herbs and how to use them in
folkloric spells and rituals. Dive into magical herbalism with a reader-friendly overview of this old-world magic belief system,
including advice on the best time to practice, building an altar, and setting intentions. Learn about the healing properties of dozens
of sacred herbs, how to unlock their power, and magical uses before exploring 75 easy-to-follow spells and rituals, including
simplified magic for the witch on the go. This magic herbalism book includes: Principles of magic--A simple-to-navigate intro shows
you the history of magical herbalism along with help on prepping and planning, as well as some of the preparations you'll be
working with. Magic herbs--Understand and honor your herbs to better your magical results with illustrated profiles for 40 herbs,
including their magical qualities and benefits. Spells and rituals--Embrace the magic of herbalism every day with spells and rituals
for protection, love, healing, wealth, and even divination--plus a handy herb glossary. Empower and enrich yourself with the
magical power of herbalism.
Are you confident that the world as you know it cannot be influenced? Prepare to be enraptured, informed, and aroused... You
can't deny it. As we know, the world has certain oddities, coincidences, and fortunes attributed to the spiritual sphere since ancient
times. If you are reading these lines, you probably also believe that there are supernatural forces capable of influencing our
reality... But is it really possible to reach out to these forces and get wondrous benefits from their energy in your daily life? This
revealing collection was written to answer that question. With engaging writing and a down-to-earth, practical style, this 4-in-1
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bundle book is all you need to learn working rituals and powerful spells to shape your reality. Here's everything you'll discover in
this best-seller book collection: ? BOOK 1: HOODOO FOR BEGINNERS An eye-opening guide to the deepest realities of the
African folk magic tradition A complete guide to powerful rituals & spells used to change fate for the better All the hidden tools of
the Conjuror: incense, dolls, spirit houses, oils, candles, and mojo Bag ? BOOK 2: HOODOO HERBAL MAGIC A breathtaking
guide to herbal magic using roots, herbs, and other natural remedies Dozens of cards to learn the magical effects and properties
of herbs and how to use them Magical herbal correspondences along with practical, proven practices for achieving the things you
desire from your life ? BOOK 3: HOODOO SPELL BOOK The unique reason hoodoo folk magic is kept hidden from the masses
and why you are not among them A rich collection of guided procedures for casting your first magic spells successfully Dozens of
working magic practices get love, revenge, money, respect, and much more... ? BOOK 4: HOODOO CANDLE MAGIC A
comprehensive introduction to candle magic, what it is, and why it hides immense power Learn about magical correspondences
and how candle color and moon phases can affect your magic How to make candle dressing to get even more magical power and
shake reality with your wishes Even if you've never dealt with magical practices, this guide will take you step by step to everything
you need to know to the art of magic. Explore the hoodoo world in this friendly and accessible guide to rituals, spells, and other
traditional folk magic... What are you waiting for? - Grab your copy today and get ready to accomplish what you desire.
Conjure, hoodoo, and rootwork are all terms used to describe southern American folk magic. Conjure initially appeared during the
days of slavery and plantations and is usually regarded as one of the most powerful types of magic. Its popularity is growing in the
United States and across the world. Whether you are looking for a hoodoo herb and root magic book, magic practice book, or
candle magic guide for beginners, this comprehensive hoodoo book is exactly what you need.
This book is to help those who have heard of Hoodoo & Rootwork but have no idea where to start, and would like to begin
practicing. After the information in this book is learned, the reader will have a firm understanding of the basic elements of Hoodoo
to being practicing on their own.
This foundational book of conjure methods will introduce you to morethan 100 time-tested ways to cast magic spells for protection,
love, luck, wealth, health, and revenge within a variety of containers including:* Eggs, Bones, Shells, and Fruits* Potted Plants and
Hollow Trees* Paper, Cloth, and Leather Packets* Mojo Hands and Troll Bundles* Doll-Babies and Loaded Statuary* Glass Bottles
and Jars* Sugar, Cigar, and Match Boxes* Mirror Boxes and Compacts* Loaded Oil Lamps and Candles* Ice Boxes and Freezers*
Black Hawk Buckets* Scandinavian Spiritus Boxes* Witch Bottles and Bottle Trees* Jewish And Arabic Spirit Traps
This is the first book of its kind, presenting accurate botanical information about roots and herbs employed in conjure, with sample
spells that will show you how to make and use your own mojo bags, spiritual baths, and incenses. 500 herbs, roots, minerals, and
rare zoological curios, 750 traditional spells, tricks, and magical recipes, 50 black and white illustrations
Within these pages you will find a treasure-trove of accurate, traditional, and easy-to-follow instructions that teach you how to work
with candles and lamps in hoodoo folk magic and Spiritual Church services Down-home Candle Magic for the Private Practitioner;
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How to Select and Prepare Candles for Personal Use; Auspicious Timing for Effective Spell-Casting; Candle Conjure for Love,
Money, and Protection; How to Create, Craft, and Cast Your Own Candle Spells; How to Read Divination Signs from Candles;
Spiritual Ministries, Altar Work, and Prayers How to Establish a Private Vigil Candle Ministry; and How to Conduct a Public Candle
Light Service.
Have you begun to realize that there is more to the world than what you can see? Can you feel your ancestors calling out to you?
Are you ready to begin walking the path of spirituality and magic? Then Hoodoo for Beginners is the perfect first step. Hoodoo is
old North American folk magic, born from African spiritual traditions brought over by slaves. Over the centuries it incorporated
Native American and European influences, using what worked and discarding what did not. This process has made Hoodoo into
an adaptable, powerful magical system that works. Angelie Belard has helped hundreds of people with their problems using the
potent and practical magic of Hoodoo. From customers who needed help with financial or romantic problems, to friends and loved
ones who wanted a way to connect to their ancestral roots, she has used Hoodoo to improve and enrich their lives. Now she's
ready to share her lifetime of learning with you. In this book you'll learn: ? What Hoodoo is and how it began ? The difference
between Hoodoo and Voodoo ? How to begin working with your ancestors ? The importance of crossroads and graveyards ? What
Rootwork is and how to use herbs and roots in your magic ? The importance of spiritual cleansing ? How to work with candle
magic and conjure oils ? How to make your own mojo bags to carry magic with you This book covers everything you need to know
to get started with Hoodoo, and includes over twenty five simple spells to draw money to you, bring luck and love into your life, and
protect yourself from evil. Hoodoo was hidden by its practitioners for hundreds of years, but now you can safely get started with
information you won't find anywhere else.
In 1947, when it was first offered for sale, This Amazing Book was a rural herbalist's delight. Published by the strangely obscure
Sunrae Products Company in the tiny town of Ogema, Wisconsin, it was marketed via a series of small classified ads in popular doit-yourself magazines, and gave traditional rootworkers an introduction to the convenience of mail- order supplies.The anonymous
author took the secret of his or her identity to the grave, but the data supplied here about down-home treatments with herbs, roots,
seeds, and flowers forms the foundation of modern herbal medicine.Now, on the 70th anniversary of its original publication, the
Lucky Mojo Curio Company is proud to present a restored and revised edition of this essential text, newly edited by catherine
yronwode and illustrated with the classic botanical art of F. Schuyler Mathews. Filled with historically valuable medical lore, this
beautiful book belongs in every conjure worker's library.
Hoodoo, not to be confused with Vooodo, is a form of magic practiced in the Southern United States by the Afro-American
community. It's a form of "sympathetic magic", a corpus of rituals based on the magical principle of similarity. A concept according
to which similar subjects, even if distant, can influence each other. The essence of Hoodoo is in the seeking of earthly advantages
through magic. In Hoodoo the end always justifies the means. Rituals have a firmly personal imprint. Thus developing a sturdy
mystical capacity that will accompany you throughout your life... The practitioner works alone and his/her relationship with the
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spirits is intimate and personal, except when he wants to transmit his knowledge or when the ritual requires other participants. But
where to find the traditional techniques and ingredients needed to cast potent spells that works? You've come to the right place.
You will find over 25 working spells to cast with oils, candles, incense, potions, powders, seals to draw and talismans to make in
this book. An authentic compendium of rare, novice-proof magical techniques that will catapult you into a whole new kind of
consciousness. Here's everything you'll find in this book: What exactly is hoodoo and why you need to know it to lead a conscious
and fully lived existence The figure of the Root Doctor, what is its function and its most concealed practices The unique reason
hoodoo art is kept hidden from the masses and why you are not among them Hoodoo congregations, their corporate structure, and
all the mysteries of joining them Dozens of working magic practices get love, revenge, money, respect, and much more... Even if
you've never approached the world of magic or feel intimidated about joining it, don't worry. If you are reading these lines, you are
the sensitive person who nourishes magic within his or her being. You are the chosen one. Are you ready to undertake your
mystical path? Scroll up the page and get this book to get started today.
Explore the world of hoodoo with an experienced rootworker in this friendly, accessible guide to rituals, spells, and other traditional
folk magic. Rootwork, also known as hoodoo or conjure, is an African American folk magic influenced by a blend of African beliefs,
traditions, and cultures. This book includes step-by-step guidance for over 80 rituals, spells, and techniques that can help manifest
your goals and transform your life. Written by a descendant of African American and Filipino rootworkers, Paris Ajana (also known
as the Hoodoo Goddess) guides you on a spiritual journey, teaching skills such as: Preparing altars and sacred spaces Crystal
spells, herb magic, and candle creation Constructing mojo bags, doll babies, and honey jars And much more! Learn to connect
with the spirits of your ancestors to invigorate your mind, body, and soul as you delve into the mystical world of rootwork.
Hoodoo, voodoo, and conjure are part of a mysterious world of magic that has long captured the popular imagination. This book is
a convenient introduction to the subject for students and general readers. An opening chapter defines and classifies these magical
beliefs and practices. This is followed by a wide range of examples and texts illustrating the richness of this spiritual tradition. The
volume additionally discusses the presence of hoodoo, voodoo, and conjure in popular culture, whether in literary works or in such
films as The Skeleton Key, and it overviews the scholarly treatment of the topic. The volume closes with a glossary and
bibliography.
Do you work magic with herbs? Do you use them in spells, for talismans or simply use their innate powers? If you don't have
Cunningham's Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs, you need to get it right away. This book has become a classic in its field. Paul
Beyerl, a respected author on herbs calls it "...an essential reference book by students of herbalism and magick alike ... Scott's
personable charm touches every page... I highly recommend this book." And Jeanne Rose, famous author of books on herbs and
developer of an herbal course says "I love books like this ... It is accessible, easy to read, and with its encompassing index (all too
often neglected), simple to use as well." Over 200,000 people already have this book and use it frequently. In this edition of the
book (it's expanded and revised on the 15th anniversary of original publication) you will find the magical properties and folklore of
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over 400 herbs! You'll also find lists of herbs based on their magical powers, their genders, their planetary rulers, and more.
Perhaps the most important list is the folk name cross-reference. With that information, when a recipe calls for "bramble, " you'll
know it needs blackberry. Or if the magic calls for "enebro," you'll know you that is juniper. The main part of this book is the listings
of the herbs. Each one includes names, associations, and magical attributions. Violets can be used for protection, luck, love, and
more. Primrose is for protection and love. Garlic is for protection, healing, exorcism, lust, and prevention of theft. This book is
considered a classic. It is probably consulted more than any other book on this subject. If you want to learn the secrets of magical
herbs, this book is a must!
A quick reference guide to 124 different herbs, roots, minerals, and ingredients and how they are used in the Hoodoo tradition.Excerpt:
"Almost all seasoned practitioners of magic will tell you that using all natural ingredients is of utmost importance. Artificial fragrances and
substances have no place in serious ritual or spiritual practice because they contain zero ?life-force. Herbs, roots, and real essential oils carry
with them the heart of the plant they come from, its very essence.This is the very foundation of what is known as 'sympathetic magic.'
Sympathetic magic, also known as imitative magic or homeopathic magic, is magic that is based on imitation or correspondence - or both.
Imitation is the idea that one thing can represent another thing and, by proxy, stand in its place."
“Voodoo Hoodoo” is the unique variety of Creole Voodoo found in New Orleans. The Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook is a rich compendium of
more than 300 authentic Voodoo and Hoodoo recipes, rituals, and spells for love, justice, gambling luck, prosperity, health, and success.
Cultural psychologist and root worker Denise Alvarado, who grew up in New Orleans, draws from a lifetime of recipes and spells learned from
family, friends, and local practitioners. She traces the history of the African-based folk magic brought by slaves to New Orleans, and shows
how it evolved over time to include influences from Native American spirituality, Catholicism, and Pentecostalism. She shares her research
into folklore collections and 19th- and 20th- century formularies along with her own magical arts. The Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook includes
more than 100 spells for Banishing, Binding, Fertility, Luck, Protection, Money, and more. Alvarado introduces readers to the Pantheon of
Voodoo Spirits, the Seven African Powers, important Loas, Prayers, Novenas, and Psalms, and much, much more, including:Oils and
Potions: Attraction Love Oil, Dream Potion, Gambler’s Luck Oil, Blessing OilHoodoo Powders and Gris Gris: Algier’s Fast Luck Powder,
Controlling Powder, Money Drawing PowderTalismans and Candle MagicCurses and Hexes
From 1936, when it burst on the scene, until 2006, when it went out of print, Legends of Incense, Herb, and Oil Magic was an occult shop
classic. The first non-academic book that taught African American hoodoo folk magic, it was advertised in Black-owned newspapers
nationwide and became many a rural rootworker's introduction to the convenience of mail-order spiritual supplies. On the 80th anniversary of
its original publication, the Lucky Mojo Curio Company is proud to present a restored and revised edition of this important text, edited by
Catherine yronwode. Filled with curious lore and useful tips, this beautifully illustrated book belongs in every conjure worker's library.
Discover the ancient craft of Hoodoo and how it can change your life! Hoodoo is a powerful form of folk magic used for generations to
improve the lives of those who practice it. So, is it relevant today? The quick answer is, yes, it most certainly is. The powers of roots and
herbs are just the tip of the iceberg once you master the craft of Hoodoo. This book is packed full of various ways to use magic, rituals, and
spells to enhance your life and pay back those who stand in your way. Is your boss a jerk? Learn how to make him pay for bullying you at
work. Is your partner losing interest between the sheets? Learn how to bring passion back to your relationship. In this book, you will: Discover
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the power of mojo and how to use it to bring positivity into your life. Learn how to build a magical Hoodoo tool kit. Find out how to form
powerful bonds with the cosmos. Learn how to cleanse your body, mind, and home with intense spiritual means. Discover how to invoke the
spiritual world and use deities to bring power to your magic. Find the hidden meanings attached to candles and the role they play in rituals.
Investigate what rootwork is and how to perform it. Explore the five amazing arts of divination, cleromancy, cartomancy, augury, and
oneiromancy. Make the object of your love fall for you. Attract love and wealth into your life. Learn the most effective natural ways to protect
your home. And so much more! Hoodoo can be used for many purposes to help improve your life. With this book as your starting point, you
can unlock the secret powers of rootwork, folk magic, mojo, and more! So, what are you waiting for? Get this book and discover the magic of
Hoodoo.
Hoodoo for beginners
In this book, Katrina Hazzard-Donald explores African Americans' experience and practice of the herbal, healing folk belief tradition known as
Hoodoo. Working against conventional scholarship, Hazzard-Donald argues that Hoodoo emerged first in three distinct regions she calls
"regional Hoodoo clusters" and that after the turn of the nineteenth century, Hoodoo took on a national rather than regional profile. The first
interdisciplinary examination to incorporate a full glossary of Hoodoo culture, Mojo Workin': The Old African American Hoodoo System lays
out the movement of Hoodoo against a series of watershed changes in the American cultural landscape. Throughout, Hazzard-Donald
distinguishes between "Old tradition Black Belt Hoodoo" and commercially marketed forms that have been controlled, modified, and often
fabricated by outsiders; this study focuses on the hidden system operating almost exclusively among African Americans in the Black spiritual
underground.
Are you looking for magic that actually works? Hoodoo is old North American folk magic, born from African spiritual traditions brought over by
slaves. Over the centuries it incorporated Native American and European influences, using what worked and discarding what did not. What is
left is an adaptable, powerful magical system that works. In this book you'll learn: The history of Hoodoo, including how it relates to Voodoo
How to work with your ancestors using an ancestor altar Why Graveyards and Crossroads are important in Hoodoo, and how to work with
each safely The importance of Spiritual Cleansing and how to do it Which roots and herbs are important when getting started with Rootwork
How to make your own Conjure Oils and use them in your spells Why Candle Magic is important Simple instructions to make and use Mojo
Bags to carry magic with you And much more. This book covers everything you need to know to get started with Hoodoo, and includes over
twenty five simple spells to draw money to you, bring luck and love into your life, and protect yourself from evil. Angelie Belard has helped
hundreds of people with their problems using the potent and practical magic of Hoodoo. From customers who needed help with financial or
romantic problems, to friends and loved ones who wanted a way to connect to their ancestral roots, she has used Hoodoo to improve and
enrich their lives. Now she's ready to share her lifetime of learning with you. Hoodoo was hidden by its practitioners for hundreds of years, but
now you can safely get started with information you won't find anywhere else.
The Hoodoo Rootwork Correspondence Course is a teaching companion to "Hoodoo in Theory and Practice" and "Hoodoo Herb and Root
Magic" by catherine yronwode, providing a private 52-week tutorial for those who want to learn how to become conjure doctors. Both
theoretical and practical matters are covered in the lessons, including herbal information, magic spells, traditional techniques, historical
background, how root doctors work for clients, what candle shop owners do, and other inside information not generally available to the public.
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22 Spells in the Hoodoo tradition and a few conjure oil recipes, this little book has quite a lot of info in it. Originally published under
Marie Laveau's lost spells.
Conjure, hoodoo, rootwork - these are all names for southern American folk magic. Conjure first emerged in the days of slavery
and plantations and is widely considered among the most potent forms of magic. Its popularity continues to increase, both in the
United States and worldwide. This book is a guide to using conjure to achieve love, success, safety, prosperity, and spiritual
fulfillment. Author Starr Casas, a hereditary master of the art, introduces readers to the history and philosophy of conjure and
provides practical information for using it. Featuring Casas's own rituals, spells, and home recipes, the book provides useful
information suitable for novices and seasoned practitioners alike. In its pages, you'll learn about: Bone reading Candle burning
Conjure bags Building your own conjure altar At last, a book that answers every questions you had about Conjure but were afraid
to ask! Old Style Conjure is an absolute treasure. It?s a must-read for every practitioner of the ancient arts and a must-have for
every magical library! - Dorothy Morrison, author of Everyday Magic, The Craft and Utterly Wicked.
Reveals the stories and secrets of hoodoo doctors, voodoo women, and conjurers who serve the adherents of voodoo and hoodoo
through North America
If you've ever been to New Orleans, you've witnessed the influence Hoodoo and Voodoo can have on a town. VooDoo and
Hoodoo Magick have a long history of use. Though many rumors and oddities stem from these traditions, they are rooted in history
and have helped countless individuals find their way. Telling fortunes, casting spells, making charms for purchase, were all a part
of the role of those who practiced Hoodoo and Voodoo in the early 20th century. These practices play the same roles today, only
now there are many more niches and variations to choose from, that is - so many curious and creative forms of true magic! This
book will introduce you to Voodoo and Hoodoo practices, curses, and spells. You will find answers to questions like: What is
?oodoo magic? Is ?oodoo real? What are Hoodoo symbols and what are their meanings. What is ? root worker? What's the
difference between voodoo and hoodoo? Is hoodoo evil? How to do hoodoo? Start exploring the world of Hoodoo & Voodoo today.
Read this book!
Explore the Fascinating World of Southern Folk Magic Featuring an introductory look at Granny Magic, Hoodoo, Brujería, and
Curanderismo in the American South, Crossroads of Conjure provides a fresh perspective on folk magic. This authentic and
powerful book demonstrates how these systems are interconnected, celebrates their sustainability, and dispels the myths and
misunderstandings about them. Learn about each path's beliefs, practitioners, history, and how its traditions are carried on in
modern society. Discover the techniques practitioners use for healing, survival, protection, and more. This entertaining and
informative exploration of folk magic also helps you determine which practice resonates with you the most.
Are you looking to know mighty working practices used by conjure men and deeply master hoodoo worship to get everything you
desire? If yes, then this book is the unique one you need to read. Hoodoo, not to be confused with Vooodo, is a form of magic
practiced in the Southern United States by the Afro-American community. It's a form of "sympathetic magic", a corpus of rituals
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based on the magical principle of similarity. A concept according to which similar subjects, even if distant, can influence each
other. The essence of Hoodoo is in the seeking of earthly advantages through magic. In Hoodoo the end always justifies the
means. Rituals have a firmly personal imprint. Thus developing a sturdy mystical capacity that will accompany you throughout your
life... The practitioner works alone and his/her relationship with the spirits is intimate and personal, except when he wants to
transmit his knowledge or when the ritual requires other participants. But where to find the traditional techniques and ingredients
needed to cast potent spells that works? You've come to the right place. You will find over 25 working spells to cast with oils,
candles, incense, potions, powders, seals to draw and talismans to make in this book. An authentic compendium of rare, noviceproof magical techniques that will catapult you into a whole new kind of consciousness. Here's everything you'll find in this book:
What exactly is hoodoo and why you need to know it to lead a conscious and fully lived existence The figure of the Root Doctor,
what is its function and its most concealed practices The unique reason hoodoo art is kept hidden from the masses and why you
are not among them Hoodoo congregations, their corporate structure, and all the mysteries of joining them Dozens of working
magic practices get love, revenge, money, respect, and much more... Even if you've never approached the world of magic or feel
intimidated about joining it, don't worry. If you are reading these lines, you are the sensitive person who nourishes magic within his
or her being. You are the chosen one. Are you ready to undertake your mystical path? Scroll up the page and get this book to get
started today.
Hoodoo is a bold spiritual tradition that helps enhance your wellbeing and solve everyday problems. This practical, do-it-yourself
guide shows you how to use spells, rites, recipes, mojos, and curios to enrich your life and be ready for whatever comes your way.
365 Days of Hoodoo starts by providing the basics of Hoodoo, and then gradually builds your knowledge day after day. You'll
discover the essential components for your practice, how to master the parts of your life that seem out of control, and the various
ways Hoodoo can improve love, prosperity, protection, and much more. This impressive book also features lore, prayers, potions,
altars, baths, and meditations.
If you're just starting out in witchcraft or if you're sick of complicated, hard-to-source spells, The Thrifty Witch's Book of Simple
Spells is for you!
Hoodoo's first grimoire and spell-book, originally edited by the famed folklorist and novelist Zora Neale Hurston, holds a place that no other
conjure book can claim, for it provides the modern practitioner with practical training in authentic New Orleans rootwork, circa 1928.Although
the author was certainly not Marie Laveau, the more than 50 rites and rituals in this volume present the classic hoodoo spells of the Crescent
City, using herbs, candles, incense, powders, baths, and mojo hands to get your way in matters of luck, love, money, family, friendship,
protection, uncrossing, and cursing.On the 90th anniversary of its first publication, the Lucky Mojo Curio Company is proud to present a new
edition of this seminal text, restored and revised by catherine yronwode. Black and White Magic is truly the one book that every conjure
doctor must posses!
In this groundbreaking book that places Rootwork in its rightful spot among other magickal traditions, Tayannah Lee McQuillar offers a fun
and practical guide to improving your life with the help of African American folk magick. Rootwork begins with the basics, from explanations
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about the magickal powers of the four elements (air, earth, fire, and water) to instructions on creating talismans, charms, and mojo bags. Also
included are spells to help you: find your soul mate spice up your sex life get a new job improve your health discover your inner muse
Accessible and easy to use, Rootwork offers the insights of a time-honored tradition as a means of self-empowerment and spiritual growth.
This is the first book of its kind, presenting accurate botanical information about roots and herbs employed in conjure, with sample spells that
will show you how to make and use your own mojo bags, spiritual baths, and incenses. Contains 500 herbs, roots, minerals, and rare
zoological curios; 750 traditional spells, tricks, and magical recipes; and 50 black and white illustrations
You're about to enter a whole new world of magic, connection, and spiritual power... If you have ever been curious about what spells are or
how to work with magic, this book will show you how herbs can unlock the natural world's potential for use in your magical path. One of the
most significant parts of Hoodoo practice is the use of herbs and plants, nature's material: these materials help you master the art of
influencing reality by combining desire and creative power. This book guides people using herbs, knowing their effects, and casting powerful
spells while embarking on your journey to discovery, self-care, and empowerment. Instead of depending on external sources for your
validation and satisfaction, start looking to your inner strength and wisdom not only to imagine but actually to build a meaningful life... ? Here
is a preview of what you will discover by reading this book: What is hoodoo herbal magic and what are the countless purposes we can
accomplish through it What is wildcrafting and why is it necessary to re-establish a balance with our nature as human beings A list of some of
the most common herbs and plants used in Hoodoo practice, along with an explanation of their magical properties Magical herbal
correspondences along with practical, proven practices for achieving the things you desire from your life A comprehensive collection of
proven Spells and magical rituals to get luck, money, love and rediscover a new dimension of your existence And much, much more... Even if
you're a beginner and don't know what herbal magic is, you can quickly learn its secrets and incorporate them into your life. Discover how to
access the immense power of nature's wisdom and cast working spells you won't ever want to be without... Are you ready? - Grab your copy
now and start your magical journey today!
• Conjure Spells for Love, Money, Protection, and Luck; • Cursing and Reversing Tricks with Dolls and Mirror Spells; • The Secrets of
Kitchen Witchery and Grocery Store Magic; • Candle and Oil Lamp Magic in the Hoodoo Tradition; • How to Make Your Own Mojo Hands,
Doll-Babies, and Packet Amulets; • Divination and Seership with Bones, Tea Leaves, and Candle Wax. From 2002 through 2013, the Lucky
Mojo Curio Company offered an assortment of informational "shop flyers" to all in-store and mail-order customers, featuring basic information
about African American hoodoo drawn from catherine yronwode's book "Hoodoo in Theory and Practice." Meanwhile, from 20008 through
2013, the Missionary Independent Spiritual Church annual Hoodoo Workshops, attendees who came to receive hands-on training in the
practice of conjure and other forms of world folk-magic received hand-out flyers describing the spells, recipes, and methods of practice being
taught. All of these three-hole-punched information sheets -- the Lucky Mojo Shop Flyers and the Hoodoo Workshop Hand-Outs -- were then
collected together into a black school-report cover -- which we called The Black Folder. As the years went on, the content of The Black Folder
grew and grew and grew, until there were so many pages that they could no longer easily fit into a single report cover ... and so we put
together the complete set of all of the past Missionary Independent Spiritual Church Workshop flyers, plus a complete set of all of the Lucky
Mojo shop flyers into a 136 page professionally printed BOOK. The name of the book is "The Black Folder" -- but don't let the name (or the
cover) fool you -- it's a regular 8 1/2" x 11" trade paperback book, like nothing else available anywhere. Contributors include an all-star line-up
of well-known conjure doctors from around the world: ConjureMan Ali, Deacon Millett, Dr. E., Lara Rivera, Prof. Charles Porterfield, Dr.
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James Dotson, Khi Armand, Sister Robin Petersen, Sindy Todo, Susan Diamond, Marin Graves, Miss Elvyra Curcuruto-Love, Ms. Robin
York, Dr. Johannes Gardback, Michele Jackson, Valentina Burton, Tanisia Mooney, and catherine yronwode.
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